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Abstract 

This paper describes a pedagogical exercise involving Master of Architecture students and their investigation of the ancient 

paradox of Theseus’ ship. The myth was offered as a starting point for developing a personal design brief and was conducted 

in collaboration with a real client, who represented the philosophy forum at the University of Lincoln, thus mimicking the 

reality of client-designer relationship in professional practice. Work was developed by students both individually and as a 

group and the exercise forms part of ongoing action research led by the authors. The Greek myth, with its inherent 

abstraction, presented students with a conundrum regarding their expectations from a brief but also, quite importantly, it 

tested their approach to challenging, unfathomable problems. Their responses revealed their thinking patterns, tried their 

ability to experiment outside of comfort zones and altered the expectations of student-tutor relationship: answers could not 

be given, the process had to be led by the students and their individual research into the paradoxical world opened by 

Theseus’ ship myth. The goal of the project for our client was the building of an installation to be exhibited on campus in 

Lincoln, students had to divide labour for this enterprise to be successful: from designing it, to procuring materials and 

building it, to PR exercises and feasibility studies for suitable display spaces. The work was student-led, under the guidance 

of the two authors, in the spirit of the ‘Student as producer’ ethos embedded into our teaching and learning practice at the 

University of Lincoln. The paper presents our pedagogical approach, the students’ responses as their completed work and the 

production of the installation, detailing some aspects of the process, which unfolded, tripped or accelerated like any live 

project. The paper also offers a contextualisation of the significance of such philosophical approaches within architectural 

education and practice, through several case studies analysed here from points of view suggested by Theseus’ ship paradox.   
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1. Introduction 

Greek myths are not simplistically optimistic, rarely didactic and almost never black and white. If those myths had been 

mere stories, they would have been long forgotten. They were much more. Those ancient intellectual seeds have been 

growing into an orchard of paradoxes treasured by thinkers the world over. Greek myths have given birth to a great 

family of philosophical ghosts, asking often uncomfortable or unanswerable questions. Greek paradoxes test you. They 

like to ask profound questions without offering easy answers. They ask you to take a side. They seem to say, ‘Tell me 

what you think about our paradox, and we will tell you who you are.’ 

Plutarch, in his mythical story, created the ghost of ‘Theseus Ship’ when he wrote:  

The ship wherein Theseus and the youth of Athens returned had thirty oars, and was preserved by the Athenians down 

even to the time of Demetrius Phalereus, for they took away the old planks as they decayed, putting in new and stronger 

timber in their place, insomuch that this ship became a standing example among the philosophers, for the logical 

question of things that grow; one side holding that the ship remained the same, and the other contending that it was not 

the same.  

Since the time of ancient Greece ghosts have inhabited humanistic ecosystems of various philosophical fashions. Their 

ethereal bodies allowed them to levitate over cities and time. They were always eager to accompany painters, poets, 

writers, politicians, and psychologists such as Sigmund Freud, as he gave names to Narcissism or the Oedipus complex. 

Thanks to the paradox of Theseus’ Ship, the problem of identity encapsulated a seminal European dilemma: is an object 

with all of its parts replaced still the same object? – a question still asked today by thinkers as diverse as Thomas 

Hobbes, Ted Sider and even Noam Chomsky, thousands of years after Plutarch.  

We took on this question, but could one of the oldest concepts in Western philosophy resonate with 21st century architecture 

students? And if it did, would it have any relevance to their development, their thinking, their ability to find their voice, 
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define their beliefs - within the profession or even life? This article reflects on our experience, following the trials and 

tribulations of the 2018-19 year 4 Master of Architecture students who were asked at the beginning of their studies to 

consider the Ship of Theseus paradox. 

 

The context of this teaching and learning experiment at the University of Lincoln was a collaboration between Graham 

Freestone, from the Centre of Experimental Ontology, and the MArch year 4 students and tutors, Marcin Kolakowski 

(studio tutor and year 4 coordinator) and Doina Carter (studio tutor and MArch programme leader). The Theseus’ Ship live 

project followed the success of our previous work conducted in cooperation with Graham in 2017-18, when he initiated and 

funded the building of a contemporary Orgone accumulator (Kolakowski & Carter 2018).  

 

2. The paradox of Theseus’ ship 

 

 
Fig 2: The ship of Theseus (https://thefunambulist.net/literature/philosophy-the-ship-of-theseus) 

 
 

Across millennia, philosophers approached the Theseus’ ship thought experiment differently, some suggesting further 

questions, others proposing epistemological frameworks to help derive solutions for the paradox. The original question was: 

which is the identical ship to the original ship? Is it, what Brown (2015) calls, the ‘continuous ship, which is the ship whose 

spatio-temporal history is continuous with that of the original ship’ or is it the ‘reconstructed ship, which is composed of 

the same set of planks as the original ship?’ (Brown 2015 p145). The attempt to solve the paradox raises questions of 

identity, place, time, matter and so on. The thought experiment has several variants, for instance the grandfather’s axe, and 

was furthered with questions such as: if technology allowed the stored rotten planks to be reassembled into a working ship, 

would this be the ship of Theseus?  

 

The paradox surfaces in various fields of philosophy and our students investigated some of them. For instance the 

philosophy of mind (the mind-body paradigm), in which case the paradox is applied to a person instead of the 

proverbial ship and the question becomes: do physical, psychological, circumstantial changes, trauma or the passing of 

time, affect one’s identity? The film ‘Tully’ (2018), written by Diablo Cody (directed by Jason Reitman), is a parable 

based on the paradox, a very un-Hollywoodian view of motherhood, raw and often uncomfortable. Theseus’ ship 

paradox is mentioned in conversation, one of the few ciphers to the film’s meaning which punctuate the narrative. 

 

The question of a person’s essence, body versus soul in defining one’s identity, was Morolaoluwa Tolani’s premise for 

her project and her response was a kinetic installation which appeared to be a generic box but contained symbols of 

decay and permanence and surprised with its movement (fig.3). 

 
Fig 3: Morolaoluwa Tolani – She 

 
 

Another field in which Theseus’ ship has relevance is the philosophy of law or practical law, where for instance a 

trading name is disputed by founding and subsequent members – our own year 4 cohort was the subject of one of the 

projects developed along this theme (fig. 4). Tunny Lok Leung posed the question of our identity: we were the MArch 

year 4 of 2018, a uniquely identifiable entity formed by a combination of people. Variations to this composition would 

not affect how the entity was known, but leaving or joining the group would change its dynamics, its soul – Tunny 

considered that the ‘spiritually’ the group would be different. 
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Fig 4: Tunny Lok Leung – the Ship of Us 

 
 

However, for our 4th year students, the question of identity and its essence became the most investigated consequence of 

the paradox. Usefully, for the purpose of categorising their responses, Aristotle and his disciples, considered that there 

are four causes or explanations which described a thing (Lloyd 1968): 

 

• Formal cause or form (the cause of an object’s form or of it having that form) is its design. 

• Material cause is the matter of which the thing is made. 

• Final cause or end is the intended purpose of a thing – for our students that would be the function 

(mythically, the ship’s original function was to transport Theseus, while politically its existence as a 

feasible vessel served to convince Athenians that Theseus was once a living person despite the ship’s 

material cause changing with time). 

• Efficient cause is how and by whom a thing is made. 

 

For architecture students, materiality and craft are important aspects, the efficient cause was ingeniously investigated by 

Fatin in her project (fig. 5). She used the same paper of the same size but different techniques to make boxes, as a 

commentary on the individuality of each plank despite the fact that they looked the same, as if mass produced.  Looking 

at the paradox from this point of view, Fatin contends that there could be no question about the mended ship being 

considered original. 

 

 

 
Fig 5: Nurfatin Syahirah Mohd Yusof – Making the ‘planks’ 



 
 

Not so usefully, Aristotle believed that ‘what it is’ of a thing is its formal cause. In other words the identity of a thing is 

its form, therefore the ‘continuous ship’ was Theseus’ ship, because it remained the same despite its material cause 

changing. Our students’ investigations and conclusions disagreed with this stance, especially when applied to identity, 

be it of an object, an individual, a group, a nation.  

 

Because of this incongruence, some students’ investigations moved on to consider perception: if ‘what it is’ of a thing is 

its form, therefore what you see, what happens if what you see is dependent on your point of view? An intellectual or 

spatial point of view.  

 

Fraser Swindell took this as his cue for developing a response: the ship in the Athenian harbour meant a lot of things to 

different people: a vehicle, armour and auspicious vessel for Theseus and his crew, a carrier for the merchants, a means 

to achieve political gains for the rulers, a welcome sight for the sailors’ families. Their perception of the ship was 

informed by their interests, it depended on what they saw in it. Fraser’s sculpture embodied this commentary (fig. 6).  

 

 

 
Fig 6: Fraser Swindell – Is it a ship? Or a conglomerate made from a deconstructed tree? 

 

 

The idea of optical or perceptual illusions was taken further by other projects. Oluwatomiwa Saba proposed a box of 

illusions (fig.7), where simple tricks of physics manipulated the perception of one object, a tree. This could be seen as a 

potent commentary on mediated relay, such as contemporary journalistic methods of conveying news - truncation, 

magnification, repetition, exaggerated exposure and so on.  

 

 

 
Fig 7: Oluwatomiwa Saba – 4 illusions: seeing the same object through different portholes 

 

 

The concepts of perception and illusion also guided Farhan Ahmad Bin Syed Amanullah’s proposal development, 

assisted by his interest in Javanese and South Asian traditional art theatre known as ‘Wayang Kulit’. In Frahan’s view, 

the decision on which is the original ship will depend on one’s perception. Wayang Kulit uses shadow casting on a 

screen in order to tell a story. Farhan talks about how the screen is our perception: the image on the screen is what one 

sees, that becomes true, regardless of what is behind the screen, which can be anything forming the ‘idea’.  His 



installation plays further tricks, because he used the same drawing to cut positive and negative profiles that, when 

rotated, create several different images projected on the screen (fig.8).  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
Fig.8:  Farhan Ahmad Bin Syed Amanullah – It’s an illusion 

 

 

Another issue with Aristotle’s four causes is that they do not include the symbolic or spiritual dimension of a thing, 

which is something students revealed as fundamental when trying to define identity. For Lily Lambert the essence is the 

story carried by an object rather than its appearance, in her case the teddy bear – comforter, toy, comrade, guinea-pig, 

confidante, witness (fig.9). Here there is no paradox to be had: a teddy bear will always be one’s own teddy bear, 

missing ‘planks’, grafts, button eyes and all. 

 

 
Fig 9: Lily Elisabeth Lambert – A teddy bear story 

 
 

Another project which focuses on identity is Maddie Anderson’s globe. It carries the powerful statement that physical 

appearance only shapes the perception of its identity (fig.10). 

 

      
 

Fig 10: Concept and cast by Maddie Anderson 



By ignoring the soul (or essence) of the thing, whatever that might be and however defined, the view that ‘what it is’ of 

a thing is its formal cause reinforces the supremacy of the visual in cognitive processes, information acquisition and 

knowledge accumulation. Theorists and practitioners have argued that this stance is particularly detrimental to 

architectural design, because atmosphere in architecture relies, amongst other things, on haptic, auditory, olfactory 

perception (Pallasmaa 2016, Zumthor 2010). Also, the form of the architectural thing follows other causes. For 

architectural educators it is of primordial importance to convey the idea that form, the design of a building, is a response 

(to numerous factors and constraints) rather than only a visually pleasing creation. Because of this, the Aristotelian 

belief in the pre-eminence of the formal cause is troublesome: a hospital could not function if it only looked like a 

hospital. The corollary is also true: architecture which only fulfils a function is not sufficient either. For instance, the 

function of a place of worship is to provide shelter for a congregation – this necessity could be fulfilled by a warehouse. 

A church however is much more than a large space, as Pevsner (1957 p23) pointed out: ‘A bicycle shed is a building; 

Lincoln Cathedral is a piece of architecture. Nearly everything that encloses space on a scale sufficient for a human 

being to move in is a building; the term architecture applies only to buildings designed with a view to aesthetic appeal’. 

For architects, Vitruvius’ definition of architecture having to have utilitas, firmitas, venustas still stands (usefulness, 

solidity, beauty). 

 

3. Pedagogical paradox 

 

For our students, the speculative nature of the paradox seemed to place the dilemma posed by Theseus’ ship firmly in 

theory, as if belonging exclusively to the world of academia, rather than that of practice. Such an amorphous, fluid, vague 

starting point was vexing for a live project, meant to be pedagogically ‘situated learning’ (Lave & Wenger 1991) which by 

definition creates an environment mimicking practice because ‘human knowledge is initially developed not as "general and 

abstract", but as embedded in social, cultural and material contexts’ (The New London Group 1996). Indeed, a lot of 

students found Theseus’ ship intellectually challenging, the idea of the paradox being too abstract to offer any immediate, 

or even foreseeable, relevance to architectural work - in consequence some decided to pursue this very uncertainty as their 

line of inquiry.  

 

A conundrum, for Harriet Oxley, was the paradox itself: for whom and why might it be important which was Theseus’ ship 

that the question of authenticity becomes a paradox? She reasoned the ship’s preservation was significant for the citizens of 

Athens and that was because the ship was like a palimpsest, its markings and scars ‘narrated’ the journey of labours 

undertaken by Theseus, Athens’ founder. Thus, the value lies in the ship being an artefact, an original, as those stories 

ingrained in its flesh testified to the accuracy of Theseus’ myth. As material proof of their continuous history, the ship 

becomes an object of symbolic and emotional value, to which the social unit of the city of Athens is associated, a tendency 

Goldenweiser (1910) defines as totemism. Following this rationale, Harriet proposal was a vessel to which a community’s 

(hi)stories could be attached and carried in perpetuity (fig. 11).  

 

     
Fig 11: Harriet Oxley – Material transmission of wisdom 

 
 

Other students, on the contrary, found the abstract nature of the paradox as a brief liberating and they embraced the 

intellectual freedom given by philosophical speculation, as it allowed them the rare chance to investigate and eventually 

conceptualise very personal, emotive issues (such as Lily’s Teddy bear story, Fig.9).  

 

Exposure to the intellectual challenge of the paradox as a starting point for a design brief revealed our students’ thinking 

patterns or preferred approaches when dealing with alien concepts. Resulting propositions varied from empirical 

approaches to material experimentations or examinations of self or society, as attested by the examples described here.  

 



Macaulay Curt dissected the paradox in an almost scientific way, using entropy as the premise for his argument. He posits 

that the ship’s disintegration is to do with the second law of aerodynamics, which states that the entropy or disorder of a 

system always increases. Mac’s argument was that the ship will follow this tendency to disperse which is in contrast with 

the human desire to establish and maintain order.  He concludes that the ship can be perceived as the same ship only if it 

retains the same ordered form rather than a random one (fig.12). 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Fig 12: Macaulay Curt: Entropic ship 

 

 

Mac’s installation allowed the reading of the effects of time (fig.12 right), following his other experiments which 

demonstrated the chaotic, amorphous outcome of melting ice cubes, a typical example used to explain entropy. 

 

Another pragmatic approach was that of Yifan Shi, who started dismantling the paradox with the precision of a scientist, 

because for her that was a familiar territory. The proposal however got formalised in the speculative world of philosophy. 

She questioned the paradox with an initial interrogation: what is known to us? The question is posed relative to different 

dimensions: even if we assume we know which Theseus’ ship is to begin with, expanding on the allegory of Plato’s cave 

suggests that our understanding might be inadequate in any case (fig. 13). 

 

      
 

Fig 13: Yifan Shi: The ship in the 4th dimension 
 

 

For us as educators, these first forays into the project, which involved (self)interrogation and (self)discovery, accompanied 

by doubt, constituted one of the most successful phases of the project.  

 

For Billie Chell for instance, the project became a contemplative examination of identity and growth. She observes that 

stasis is unrealistic, but also that change can be either beneficial or damaging to versions of self. However, it is through 

reflection and learning that the ‘system’ can continue (fig.14).  

 



 
 

Fig 14: Billie Chell – Change as learning 
 

 

For Kenneth Smith the project allowed him to delve into the worlds of myths and philosophy and he concludes that 

deciphering the paradox depends on tools of understanding; as a result, he proposed eight different lenses through which the 

paradox could be scrutinised, identified as ‘glyphs’ in his installation (fig.15). 

 

 

     
Fig 15: Kenneth Smith – Glyphs, tools for deciphering the paradox 

 

 

4. The learning 

 

Our students were encouraged to consider the paradox in search of authentic reactions, to learn and reveal more about 

themselves, their beliefs, knowledge or preconceptions, rather than attempting to resolve it. This pedagogical approach 

characterises problem-based learning, when the process of developing a resolution to a problem starts with questioning 

the question; in consequence, students engage with complexity and see and manage ambiguity (Savin-Baden 2010). 

Students need the confidence to take risks, to investigate without any certainty that the path scrutinised is the right one 

and be able to test ideas and continuously calibrate their responses according to new knowledge revealed in the process.  

 

Assignments proposed in the first year at post-graduate level rely on sets of knowledge and skills assumed to have been 

acquired in undergraduate years and experience in practice. However, the levels of enquiry at which students have to 

operate while studying on a Master course represent the highest rungs in Bloom’s taxonomy (in Atherton 2011): students 

need to be analytical, critical and develop their ability to synthesise and create. We encouraged our new cohort, who arrived 

with a variety of backgrounds, to use any techniques at their disposal to externalise, record, express, refine their thoughts 

because the most important single factor influencing learning is what the learner knows already (Ausubel et al 1978). For us 

it was important to engage students from the start, even if they found the task challenging, and they responded well: the 

physical models they produced in response to the paradox demonstrated they felt confident to experiment and take risks 

(fig.16).  

 



     
Fig 16: Lewis Dinnibier – Physical model in concrete and fibre optics (left), concept (right) 

 

While live projects in architectural education are seen as essential, issues such as accreditation criteria having to be met by 

all UK validated programmes’ curricula could pose limitations of time, money or resources. Both of the MArch live 

projects run in the last couple of years were adopted because they encouraged the study of ‘cultural, social and intellectual 

histories, theories and technologies that influence the design of buildings’ and facilitated ‘the application of appropriate 

theoretical concepts to studio design projects, demonstrating a reflective and critical approach’ (ARB 2012 p3), these 

forming part of the criteria being required to be met by all architecture graduates. Chandler (in Harriss & Widder 2014) 

stresses that only explicit mention in formal terms of accreditation can ensure that such highly labour and material-intensive 

undertakings are funded by schools. However, in this case, the projects were well supported financially and logistically by 

our client Graham Freestone and the CEO, as well as by the School of Architecture and the Built Environment.  

 

5. Final design and construction of the Theseus’ ship installation 

 

In the first instance, the brief issued in September 2018 asked students to develop individual reactions to the paradox, 

employing any methods of investigations they considered appropriate, with an emphasis on experimentation and 

encouragement to test comfort zones – in thinking, design methodology and processes, representation. This approach 

proved successful as students challenged prior knowledge and understanding and their outputs were impressively diverse, 

often the results of techniques they used for the first time, such as casting in concrete and clay (Maddie Anderson – fig. 10, 

Lewis Dinnibier – fig. 16), making Japanese style bound booklets (Harriet Ozley, fig.11), testing of temporal changes of 

physical states (Macaulay Curt – fig.12), crafting motorised or mechanical kinetic models (Morola Tolani – fig.3 and 

Farhan Ahmad Bin Syed Amanullah – fig.8 ) and so on. As mentioned, another successful aspect of the project was the leap 

of faith taken by students when engaging with a brief like no other they had attempted before, as they questioned 

themselves and experimented with their ideas and designs.  

 

After the initial stage of individual work, the whole 4th year cohort started the design, procurement and building of a 

Theseus’ ship inspired installation, which was sponsored by our client and was to be displayed in the university library and 

other spaces after the vernissaje in our school. The work was conducted by students almost completely independently from 

us, in parallel with their individual studio projects. It was decided to design and build a projector similar to Farhan’s 

proposal, with an internal carousel-like moving part reminiscent of Farhan and Morola’s  models, which offered views of an 

ever changing sculpture based on Fraser’s concept.  

 

 

Fig 17: Kenneth Smith: design for the Theseus ship installation 

https://scholar.google.co.uk/citations?user=y_GhYHAAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=sra


      
Fig 18: Constructing the Theseus’ ship projector, from cutting the components (left image) to finished product (right image) 

 

The initial brief asked students to explore the philosopical, ecological, technological, ethical, historic and design ramifications or 

posibilities suggested by Theseus’ paradox. The expectation was for them to use a multitude of methods, knowledge and skills to 

investigate and develop a personal view point in relation to this thought experiment, because its premise deals with questions 

confrnted by architects in practice. Their enquiry could then be applied to the natural, urban or building environments. Are 

buildings in which most elements have been replaced still the same buildings? What about cities or communities? What is our and 

the built environment’s relationship to change? Isn’t change the essence of life? Every seven years all the cells in our body  are 

replaced. Are our bodies the original ‘ship’ or not? How does or should architecture respond to time and change? Should 

architecture be unchangeable or learn from life? What are the issues posed by preservation, restoration, revitalisation, regeneration?  

 

6. Conclusion  

 

The theme of Theseus’ ship paradox created an intellectual space for our students on their return from a year or more 

practice, a good medium to help them readjust to the academic world. Although they found it abstract, especially introduced 

as a live project, their readiness to explore and creativity resulted in an impressive variety of conceptual proposals, 

presented here. For us it was rewarding to see that students took on the challenge together with our advice to use the 

process as means of finding out more about who they are as people and future architect-citizens. The project saw them 

wrestling with the subject being a paradox or their attempt to solve it in a way that suited their patterns of thinking, their 

view of the world, their life experience and so on.  

 

Interestingly, our projections for the outcome were different from what the students produced and until the end of the 

project, when the physical model was complete, we continuously recalibrated our expectations. Witnessing and supporting 

the students’ personal incursions into unfamiliar philosophical territories and the subsequent emergence of personal 

responses, articulated in a proposal, represented the pedagogical success of the project. In effect the students managed to 

develop new ways of thinking and practicing, considered to be ‘a crucial threshold function in leading to a transformed 

understanding’ (Meyer and Land 2003 p9). Transformed understanding or threshold concepts are considered the 

fundamental building blocks of learning (Meyer and Land 2003).  

 

Although as pedagogues we had run similar projects in the past, having refined the delivery and organisation with every 

iteration, the variables introduced by individuals make the process less predictable, especially in cases such as this, where 

students are left to self-regulate as a group. 

 

The paradox enriched our curriculum, its implications being perpetually relevant to architects as buildings are some of the 

most durable traces humans leave. Looking after them - laden with symbolism or more modest memories, eroded by the 

elements or us - is a job that requires sensitivity and sensibility, and how better to form these traits then challenge novice 

Master of Architecture with a paradox or two.  
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